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DUPAGE COUNTY JUVENILE JUSTICE COUNCIL
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TRAUMA
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In recent years, the JJC has emphasized becoming a trauma-informed
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and responsive system. This priority is based on research advising that

Child Welfare Issues
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trafficking, mental health, and
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On May 5, 2017 the 18th
Judicial Circuit’s Child Welfare

goals were to increase
An important step in understanding which youth will benefit from
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additional intervention will be realized through routine screening
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conducted by the Probation Department. Work is underway to solidify a
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and offering free continuing

needs. The ultimate goal is ensuring any youth with diagnosed mental
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with this population. Nearly

Offering educational opportunities to law enforcement highlighting

350 people attended, either in

mental health needs and intervention strategies for juveniles has been

person or via live webinar
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streaming. Feedback was
positive and attendees offered

Two training videos have been developed and will be distributed to
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each law enforcement agency servicing DuPage County. These videos
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highlight the CCBYS (Comprehensive Community-Based Youth
Services) and SASS (Screening, Assessment, and Support Services)
programs. Both are available to qualifying youth and target those in
need of immediate intervention or are at-risk for involvement in the
system. Referrals to these programs can be made directly by an officer
or indirectly by providing contact information to the guardian.
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Get Them Involved
Groups, clubs, organizations, and
activities offer access to supportive,
prosocial relationships and
structured time. These are two
important components of reducing
contact with the juvenile justice
system and seem particularly
relevant during the summer
months. Options are nearly endless
and can be matched to a youth’s
specific interests, skills, or
geographic location. However,
knowledge of these programs is
often limited.
Please share the resources you are
aware of with the JJC! We will
compile a list and distribute it in an
effort to raise awareness of all the
great opportunities available to
youth in DuPage County.

COMING SOON
The JJC has purchased a domain name and has begun the process of building a
website. The website will include general information about the JJC. It is hoped
this will aid in continued efforts to expand membership. Also planned to be
included on the website will be links to surveys and places for general comments.
These forums offer anonymity and it is hoped this will encourage feedback from a
variety of sources, in turn offering another perspective for consideration. The JJC’s
site will also serve as a resource for juveniles, caregivers, and interested community
members.
Proposed information to be included:
•

Crisis Hotline Numbers for Youth

•

Support Services for Parents

•

Process for Expungement

•

Overview of Educational Interventions – ALOP & Rebound

•

Information About CCBYS Agencies and SASS Services

•

Prosocial Activities/Organizations/Groups for Youth

Once our site has been published you will be able to access it at:

Feedback
Please share ideas, concerns, or other
information on your mind with the
JJC. Feedback is always appreciated
and central to our collective progress.

www.dupagejjc.org

Email ideas for additional topics/information to be included on the
website, prosocial activities for youth, or general feedback to
jennifer.hess@dupageco.org
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